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1 - France's Energy Position 
The French"energy situation may be easily characte

rized by three figures. France : 
. Accounts for 3/5 of total worJd energy consumption, 
. It produces 0,73» of total world energy production, 
. And it possesses 0,11$ of the world's proven energy reserves. 

This situation results in o heavy dependence on foreign 
suppliers of fossil fuels : in 1979 France imported 75/5 of its total 
energy and 995» of its oil. In spite cf a concerted effort to limit oil 
consumption, in 1979 the bill for imported oil represented 14$ of 
France's total imports. It is clear that, for France, there is only 
one alternative energy source capable of replacing oil in the short 
and mid terms : nuclear energy. 

Uranium resources are available in France (rbout 4£ of 
free world resources) but taking into account the excellent performance 
of the Phénix breeder reactor and the evident interest of breeder reac
tors to decrease uranium consumption, the French programme foresees ar: 
important development of breeder reactors through the end of the century. 
The first breeder reactor of industrial scale (1200 KWe) is now under 
construction with start up scheduled for 1983. 

This programme began with construction of some gas 
graphite reactors (2300 MV/e are now on operation) and since 1970 all 
reactor orders but one have been pressurized water reactors. Total 
orders and programme authorization currently represent about 35 ODD M'.-Je. 
By 1985 electriciJ * generated by nuclear power plants v/ill represent 
nearly 205» of France total energy consumption and nearly 50$ of elec
tricity production. 

Such a policy implies, as a consequence, the develop
ment of several plants corresponding to the different steps of nuclear 
fuel cycle and, above all, the need for xt.pruce&sing. 
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2 - Nuclear Fuel Cycle 
2.1. Mining and milling : Uranium is produced in France in both 

underground and open pit mines, the mineralized ore bodies generally 
being of only modest extent, containing from a few hundred thousand 
to a few million tonnes of ore. 

The ore is generally low grade : between 0,5 and 
5 kilograms of natural uranium per tonnr of ore. 

Uranium is presently mined in several locations but 
the most important ones are VENDEE and LA CROUZILLE. A new important 
site of production at LODEVE will be put into operation in 1981. 

An important discovery of uranium on occured in 1S80 
at COUTRAS in North of BORDEAUX. 

The present estimate french uranium ressources is in 
the order of 110 000 metric tons and 2 200 metric tons have been minad 
in 1979. 

Four milling plants are in operation in France three 
owrned by C0GEMA (subsidiary of CEA) and one by a private company. The 
total french production of yellow-cake in 1979 was 2300 t. 

2.2. Enrichment : A first isotopic separation plant, using caseous 
diffusion process, was put in operation for more than 10 years for 
military purpose. 

A big gaseous diffusion plant, owned by Eurodif Compa
ny, was built in RhGne Valley for civil purposes. The plant was started 
up on 1978. 

The production was 1.3 î":wu in 1979 and 5 Mswu in 
1980. It is foreseen that the total production capacity of 10.6 Hswu 
will be reached at the end of 1981. 

For such a production, about 18 000 metric ton/year 
of natural uranium will be needed as UF-, which will be produced in a 
conversion facility located in the vicinity of Enrichment plant. 

The Eurodif plant will produce 2 500 metric ton/year 
of enriched uranium at an enrichment of 3.25$. 

2.3. Reprocessing : Of course, other facilities, fuel fabrication 
for instance are available in France. But the most important one, in 
our reprocessing plants. 

Two reprocessing plants arc in operation in France at 
Kercoule and La Hague, which were put into service by the CEA in 1956 
and 1966 respectively, Marcoule plant was built for military purpose 
and continues to handle the corresponding fuel. But additional plant 
facilities are being built at Marcoule in order to switch to thin plnnt 
the reprocessing of all graphite-gas fuels and to dedicate entirely 
the La Hague plant to the reprocessing of oxyde spent fuels. 

The La Ikigue facility war. orirjinnlly (Jcrriirjrif;cJ «mrl 
constructed for thu reprocessing of naturnl uranium grapbitf: y ; > r> fti'l. 
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The; La Hague fncility w.is originally d-::siijni:d end 
constructed for the reprocessing of"natural uranium graphite gas fu^l. 
In 1970, a decision war» reachc-d to modify the facility in order to 
reprocess oxide fuels. Thn first campaign took place in 1976, and, 
fror.) mid 1976 to mid 1979, 110 metric tons wore reprocessed. This quan
tity included all typ=:s of fuel, such as boiling water and pressurized 
water reactor fuel, during several experimental and industrial campaigns 
of increasing durations. The most recent industrial campaign accounted 
for the treatment of 140 metric tons during the six months from Novem
ber 1979 to June I960. Thus the cumulative total amounts to 250 metric 
tons and places CÛGEMA, the present operator of the La Hague facility, 
in the forefront of oxide fusl reprocessing. It should be noted that : 
. among the reprocessed quantities of fuel, a significant amount had 
high burn-up rates : 
205Î with more than 30 000 Mtfd/t and 7% with more than 33 D00 Kl/d/t; 

. The magnitude of the campaigns and treated tonnages has been limited 
by the diversity of La Hague reprocessing programs, which are connec
ted with two types of production-mixed oxide and metallic furls-and 
by the variety of reprocessed fuels treated during each campaign, 
which frequently breaks the rhythm of work. 

COGEHA offered its services to Electricité de France 
(EdF) as well as to several foreign utilities. In both cases, COGEMA 
commitments ore substantial, with fuels from 40 French reactors and 
70 foreign reactors belonging to about 30 electric utilities, which 
will be reprocessed at La Hague during the next 15 years. 

With respect to EdF, COGEMA must carry out a rapidly 
expanding program : 50 metric tons have been discharged to 1980, 1,500 
metric tons before 1985 and 6,500 metric tons before 1990. 

As for its foreign customers, COGEMA has a significant 
order book amounting to more than 6,000 metric tons, fron Germany, 
Belgium, Japan, the Netherlands, Switzerland and Sweden, which will be 
delivered to La Hague before 1990. 

To meet these requirements, COGEMA is increasing the 
La Hague facility's capacity so that by 1987 it will reach 1 600 metric 
tons of nominal annual production. 

Large installations for cask reception and fuel stora
ge will be built and annexed to the plant, and will bring total recep
tion capacity to approximately 400 casks per year and total storage 
capacity to approximately 6,000 metric tons of uranium. 

The first unit, called the NPH* pool, will hove a 
storage capacity of 2,000 metric tons and will be commissioned early 
in 1981. 

After a public inquiry in the La Hague region in May 
end June 1979, the Drxree of Public Interest was signed on May 21, 1980. 
This decree supports the construction of the new facilities and units, 
and represents a nuijor step towards an administrative procedure of 
r:xp;inTion, 

*WPH : MouvellfTO Piscines dr LM Hague. (Lei Hague-New Fonds) 
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The: CEA has r:xtcnr.ivt: txp> riimcir v;ith f.i:;l fu» 1 
reprocessing, both in the laboratory (hot ct.-ll.. iii Toiit. ii--,y) ftîlr« ̂ n 

pilot plant.- : 
. The AT-1 facility at La Hague: functioned remarkably well for ten 
years (1969-1979^ with a nominal capacity of 1 kiloyram p;.-r d^y, 
treating 1.1 metric tons of Rapsodie and Rapsodic-FurtisKimo fusl 
(burn-up from 40,000 to 130,000 fWd/t). The Ropsodin cycl:> has been 
completed several times. 150 kilograms of the Phénix fuel core I 
was also treated on an experiment -1 basis; 

. Tha pilot plant at Harcoule has been successfully reprocessing fast 
fuel since 1975, with a capacity of between 10 and 30 kilograms per 
day, depending on the plutonium content. At this writing, about 6 
metric tons have been treated, of which : 

- 50 kilograms of Fortissimo fuel, with a burn-up of 76,000 f-V.-.'d/t 
and a cooling time of between 6 and 17 months; 

- 2,600 kilograms of enriched U0_ Phénix fusl, with a burn-up of 
45,000 MWd/t and a cooling time of between 13 and 33 months; 

- 150 kilograms of Phénix fuel core 1 (1979) ; 
- 220 kilograms of Phénix fuel core 2 (1979) ; 
- B40 kilograms of Phénix fuel core 2 (I960). 

In order to complete and reinforce existing capacity, 
the TOR* project was launched, whose aim is to : bring the present 
capacity of 2.3. metric tons per year of the pilot plant at Harcoule 
to about 5 metric tons per year, thus enabling the reprocessing of 
Phénix fuel and eventually the reprocessing of fuel from other fast 
breeders and to increase the reliability of the facility and accelerate 
R & D , there by enabling experiments with the type of apparatus envisa
ged for industrial installations. 

3 - Radioactive wastes manan»-mcnt 
Like all other industrial processes, the various 

phases of the nuclear fuel cycle, arc generating wastes. These wastes 
are characterized by the fact that they are radioactive, or contami
nated by radioactive substances. If handled without precautions these 
wastes are likely to bring in a certain number of specific risks for 
man and his environment; they require a management on the more or less 
long term which should take their specific character into consideration. 

3.1. Definition of nuclear wastes : Any substance, before it can be 
considered as a radioactive waste, must first be regardr-d as a waste, 
i.e. • substance which is considered as having no commercial value or 
which will have no commercial value in the future. 

Since many materials are naturally radioactive it is 
clear that the only criteria of radioactivity is not sufficient to 
make the definition of a radioactive waste. The most widely accepted 
criterion consists in taking as o waste any radioactive substance 
which may not be rnjeted v/ithout control and whose storage must be 
subject to particular slalutary provisions unrkir the control of the 
Authorities. 

* TOR : Traitement cl' Uxyclur. Rapides; (Oxirir: Far,t Breeder R'j.;ctor Fu••]. 
Treatment Unit) 
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Thi-y nil était inni/imj r;idi.-;tion:; with t*xtn:.-i';ly 
different nncrgy and intensity. In addition, th:.- radioactivity of this 
type of wastes decr';.!:;es itccor'dinj to o half—life i.-!>it.h in different 
for each radionuclide, ranging fro» a few micro—seconds to thour.end'j 
of years. And finally, depending upon their nature, the radiations 
they emit, Qitcuno, beta or alpha radiations, havu a different power 
of penetration. 

The techniques applied to the management of these 
wastes must take these various factors into account and they arc 
usually divided into two broad categories : 

A - high level radioactive wastes, 
B - medium and low level wastes. 

The latter category should be subdivided, according 
to wether the wastes contain long life alpha emitters or not. 

3.2. Wastes volume evaluation : In the following table, we have 
given an order of magnitude of the wastes generated by a 1000 Ktfe 
nuclear power generating plant during one year. Wastes produced by 
the associated fuel cycle have been included. 

ANNUAL WASTE PRODUCTION FROM OWE 1 GWe NUCLEAR PLANT 

Uranium Mine 
Fuel Fabrication 
Reactor Site 

Reprocessing 

HIGH LEVEL MEDIUM AND LOW LEVEL ' 

Uranium Mine 
Fuel Fabrication 
Reactor Site 

Reprocessing 

ALPHA ALPHA NON ALPHA 

Uranium Mine 
Fuel Fabrication 
Reactor Site 

Reprocessing 20 m3 
1 . .... _ 

60 000 t (L) 

150 m3 (K) 

90 m3 (L) 
20 m3 (M) 
500 m3 (L) 

(2m3 glass) 

This table is a good illustration of the main charac
teristics of nuclear wastes, namely the small volume. Thus the problems 
raised can be reduced to their real size and they should bs replaced 
within the genenl context of the wastes generated by other energy 
sources or industrial activities. 

3.3. Objective of the wastes management : Since radioactive wastes 
present a wide range of potential dangers, the strategies for their 
ménagement aim essentially at isolating front the biosphere, by a natu
ral or artificial containment, almost all the radioactivity of the 
wastes produced during the various stages of the fusl cycle. The waste 
management also aims at preventing to exposn the public to radiations. 

The small amount of residual radioactivity that could 
be released in the environnent in diluted find dispersed under strictly 
predictable condition:., v;hir.h an; in .••ccordririce with the application 
of the ICI?F"f> ri:r.cimr.;:ri[!ii tinnr; ( In t'rnwst i on,;l Ctrnmi r.r.iun for Radiolo
gical Protection). 
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The object of Mich m.sn;«y*-s-nt ir. to "rsinlain thir. 
level of protection for the prr- ent and futur'; (I<WT.. un:;. It also 
consists in guaranteeing that the valuta;, of rodioactiv;. materials which 
will be rejected into the atmosphere or in the food chuin shell not 
represent any unacceptable risk, today as will as in the futura. 

3.4. Hinh level radioactive wastes wmsiifsnnt : Dnce the irradia
ted fuels fro» the reactors have been reprocessed, W E have acid solu
tions of fission products; these are the wastes ri.-sultinç fror.i the 
uranium and plutonium extraction. Thse liquid wastes contain over 99% 
of the radioactivity of the irradiated fuels. Ths management strategy 
adopted in France is based on the following successions of operations : 

a) Short time storage of liquid wastes : Following the reprocessing 
step, the high activity wastes are und.*r the form of acid solutions 
which ore provisionally stored into refrigerated tanks with double 
walls made of stainless steel. It may last from 1 to 5 years, allo
wing thus a considerable decrease of the radioactivity level and 
of the generated heat, and hence facilitating the vitrification. 

The solid form is by definition less likely to migrate 
than the liquid form, and it indeniably offers advantages as re:j .rds 
safety. Indeed while the storage of liquid wastes of current prac
tice in France has proved very safe, it is nonetheless true that 
the corrosion resistance of stainless steel has its limits : it is 
generally estimated that the average life-tiras of the tanks is 50 
years. Although everything has been done to prevent from a possible 
leakage by placing empty tanks near the process tanks, it is better 
to store a solide material than storing a liquids one. 

b) Solidification by vitrifying process : Hence, France hits decided to 
immobilize wastes into glass. Though glass is not totally insoluble, 
its rate of lixiviation is extremely low if extreme temperature 
conditions are carefully avoided in the presence of water. This is 
done by determining a sufficiently long temporary storage delay 
before burial into geological formations and by adjusting the pro
portion of fission products in the glassy material. In addition, 
the chemical complexity of the fission products requires the use 
of a material which shall have a great flexibility of use and 
which permits a true integration of the radioactive ions into a 
glass matrix. Glass is ideal in this respect. 

In France the vitrification process has been intensi
vely reviewed for almost 20 years and we already hove sound refe
rences. The first radioactive glass blocks made as early as 195B 
at the Nuclear Research Center of Saclay, In the mean time two 
industrial processes w-jre being developed : the first in operation 
was o batch one and the second a continuous one. Pivcr, the first 
pilot facility was started up at Ka.veou.li; in 1969 under fully active. 
conditions. Until 1973, it has processed wastes solutions from cp^nt 
natural uranium fur:l yielding 12 tons of glare of a maximum acti
vity of 3000 Ci/1. 

Following these excellent results, it was ducidad 
16 b'tj.ld a facility with industrial :.{/". but using thr.» mort: f]-:x;li]f 
continuous prncr:;r., ttu: AVM. Opi'rnf.i .fin un'l'-r rati in. ir. f i v: rnndi t.i<rrs 
hfrg.in ,-it Hrircniilr: in Junr: 197B. Thir; facility b»:s bent dusiynv.-J to 
proce:;& 3n 1/h of fifjr.ion product!; f.olution, thu:; allowing to obtain 
15 to 10 krj/h of glass. Th:: doily production allow:; loading a 
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cont.»inrr with nhotit 3fi0 ky if v.idio.ic: ti v*:: gl.::.i-:, wliir.h is af trr-.-.w.! 
«;tor"d as hnrt: un;li;r explained. 

By January 1st 1981, six active c;iir.p;iitjnr. have h-.zm 
achieved involving 307 R»3 of concentrated solution of fission products, 
equivalent to wastes of nbout 6000 r«;:trie tons of,n»:tal fuel. Thu 
total activity of the processed liquids was 49.10 Ci. 

Two similar plants, but with a larger capacity, arc 
being designed for the Center of La Hague. Each will have a capacity 
of 360in3/ycar and operation shall start in 19B6. 

c) Storage of the glass blocks in an intermediate depository : 
Intermediate storage of the glass after vitrification is an 
almost mandatory condition; this is due more specifically to 
the heat problems which exist as long as the fission products 
are very radioactive. This storage allons to control the tem
perature of the glass—blocks and it also offers a characteris
tic which is in our view essential; it is reversible at any 
time. For this purpose, HE have at Harcoulr? a surface storage 
ground of 400m2 consisting of scaled reinforced concrete 
shafts, 10 m deep, vihich arc cooled with pulsed air. Each one 
of these shafts con contain 10 storage containers. The shafts* 
capacity allows to store the quantity of wastes processed by 
the AVH, corresponding to all the wastes generated by the 
French gas-graphite realtors during the last 20 years. Although 
the tests performed have shown that the storage could be 
ext'jndsd over hundreds of years without any risk for the 
environment, certain number of considerations related to the 
necessity of their radiological control and psrnansnt control 
of accesses have led us to consider the very long term storage 
of those vitrified wastes in geological formations. 

d) Long terme storage : Within this context, studies are presen
tly in progress in France for storage of the glass blocks into 
geological formations. It seems that in Fronce 3 types of 
formations could bo used : 
— salt formations, 
— granite, 
— clay 

For several reasons, we began our program with granite 
formations studies. Several granitic massifs seem to have the 
required characteristics. Deep drilling (in the range of 
1000 m) have been decided. 

In France, a first one has been performed in March 
1980. Data collected from this drilling are being studied and 
in-situ complementary experiences carried out. In the same 
time, modol studies are carried out nbout the radioactivity 
transfers through the natural and artificial barriers which 
arc placed between the wastes and the human environment. 

Taking into consideration the? available time, thr-re 
is no urn,Tit m:i:rl tr> choose thir. rlir.pnr.al r;it«? r.incr: lbs' int'•--
rnvlial': r. U n -i.jr: r.i. !.>.:. an: :.rifr for fl':(:.:'-'ï;. 
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3.5. Lo« and m̂ diiiia level M.-;stt-s _w;tr>.>n̂  a;-nt : France's pr»-r.;-nt 
policy consists, after a preliminary treatmz-nt of th«_- liquid waste;; 
which producers studs <md after a preliminary treatment of tliit solid 
wastes allowing a reduction of their volume (incineration, coispnctitin) 
in performing th'i following operations ; 
a) Conditioning in different solid Matrixes 

. Concrete and its by-products : It is preferentially used to itarso-
bilizc the solid wastes or to wrap up the container into a concre
te hull for isolation purpose. There ere industrial facilities 
performing the process of incorporation into concrete, in almost 
all nuclear centers and establishments. 

. Biture-iO : Is used industrially, more especially to condition the 
muds. For 16 years CEA has been carrying on the experimental 
study, industrial development and exploitation of the bituminous 
process for the medium radioactive waste. The oldest facility 
applying the bitumen process has been in operation for more than 
ten years at Marcoulc. Facilities have also been operating at 
Saclay, another one is going to start up at Cadarache. 

. The th^rreo-settioq resins embedding system : This new process 
have the same field of application as bitumen. The process has 
been developed by CEA sinca 1971 at the Nuclear Research Center 
of Grenoble. A pilot facility processes since 1971 the totality 
of the Grenoble Center's concentrates. 

ECOPOL, responsible for the exploitation and marketing 
of this process, has built an industrial pilot nt Chooz. Since 1980 
this facility processes the- concentrates from the power plant of 
SENA (Société d'Energie Nucléaire franco-belge des Ardennes). In 
addition, ECOPOL has transferred to the Japanese J.G.C. Corpora
tion their licence for the application of the process in Japan. 

These processes allow to adopt the conditioning to 
the different needs. 

b) Disposal 
Two types of disposal will br; adopted : 
- As regards wastes with low and medium radioactivity without alpha 

emitters, the method adopted in France is shallow burial. 

At the present time the only storage site of this 
type is at La Hague, where it was opened up in 1969. Depending 
upon their form of conditioning and their nature, the wastes are 
either dit.por,nd in concrete trenches which nrc filled up with 
cement and covered with bitumen or they are disponed on a prepared 
ground and covered with clay. 

A decision is expected from the Government authorities 
on construction of a «second r.toroge center in the center of 
France. This will also handle low and medium level winter,. Thr-
locnl inquiry w.-ir; h-lfl in Miy nnrl Juri'r 19H0, 



— As rnijeirdu thi: w.istcs with luu "•HK: «:.-«!itiEi z.ti!li...r. Livily <:<•».Li
ning .llph.; trrsitt-.:rs, th*: probl*.».' i?: th;: must: than for thy MONli;. 
with c vtiry high level of radioactivity and containing products 
with a long life-, with the diffi:r«-iic»; that th-~ K;»«:cific radio
activity ir. nuzU lower (about 10G0 tim-rs less). Stable gt:ologi-
cal formations are considered as potential sittrs. 

It is also Morthviile to Kuntion for this category of 
wastec, the research that is done on ectinide separation which 
would allow to fission the long life nuclides in fast reactor 
to obtain short life products. 

C0HCLU5I0M 

Ons of the main objections madr against the develop
ment of nuclear energy is th:; problems of uastes. 

It is therefore our view and I hope to have conveyed 
you this opinion, that the waste surnageaient no longer presents any 
unsolvable difficulty. The immediate needs, such as vitrification snd 
intermediate storage ere resolved; we deem the technical solutions as 
sound and we arc developing them on an industrial scale. 

tfe have also confidence that the principle of ultimate 
storngc into stable geologic formations is satisfactory. As a very 
long time will elapse between the decision to build a reactor and the 
beginning of the disposal of the vitrified blocks on an "ultimate" 
storage site, there is no doubt that the adequate gsolt-i;ical forma
tions can be found on our national territory. Similarly, ample time 
is available to solve the few remaining problems and improve the 
existing solutions. 

1 would like to end this speech by mentioning a the 
exnnium mine of OKLO, in Gabon. Why that ? Something extremely unusual 
happened there, one billion and seven hundred millions years ago. At 
this remote time, the natural uranium composition was about 37> in 
U 235, that is the level at which we presently enrich fuel for the 
light water reactors. Special conditions were present s high uranium 
concentration, water, high pressure, and several "natural reactors" 
sterted-up, and their "operation" lasted for more than 100 000 years. 
We discovered this, because the uranium coming from that specific 
location is depleted in U 235. 

The interesting point is this one : nobody took any 
particular steps to manage the wastes of these reactors, and then 
all the fir.sion products and actinides have stayed and decayed on the 
spots, trapped in the neighbouring soil, without moving by more than 
a few centirontcrs. This giver, mn personally great confidence in our 
ability to pnginuer a safe disposal of our man-made nuclear wastes. 


